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connect your device 
to any T1V solution

T1V enables teams to connect from anywhere. Use T1V 
app to connect to any T1V collaboration solution - 

ThinkHub, HubVC, or Hub. Share device screens and 
content, control the room device, and download 
content from T1V collaboration solutions to your 

laptop to resume at a later date. 

Start connecting at t1v.com/app

Hybrid Collaboration
supports blended teams of on-site and remote
participants, so everyone can co-create and 
collaborate from anywhere

BYOD (bring your own device)
supports devices across all major platforms
(macOS, iOS, Windows, Android, and Linux)

Software-based Solution
ongoing software updates to deliver the best in
collaboration experiences

Seamless User Experience
T1V app is the singular app you use to connect to all
T1V collaboration solutions - meaning a consistent
user experience in every meeting room

High Performance, Multistreaming
stream multiple devices at the same time, without
interruption or interference
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Built for Hybrid Teams
Connect and collaborate with your team 
whether you’re working in the same room as the 
Hub or connecting remotely.

Remote Collaboration
Remote team members can connect, view, share, 
contribute, co-create, and collaborate alongside 
their in-room counterparts.

BYOD
Supports wireless device sharing across all 
major platforms: Android, Windows, mac OS, 
iOS, and Linux.

Advanced Content Sharing
Share file-based content, web-based content, 
Office 365 and G Suite, wireless devices, 
whiteboard, and more....

Intuitive UI / UX
T1V app is intuitive and easy to use, requiring 
zero-to-little training.

TouchControl™
Control any connected device from the 
ThinkHub Canvas for 2-way communication 
between ThinkHub and connected devices.
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End Meeting

10:00am-11:00am    UI/UX Meeting apalmer@t1v.com

11:00am-12:00pm     Review Cat3     apalmer@t1v.com

11:00am-12:00pm     Review Cat3     apalmer@t1v.com

Next conference in 19:23 minutes: Review Cat3
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